
Create Your Finest
Moments With DeliVita

PRODUCT GUIDE



Equally, at home on the garden patio or within the professional outdoor kitchen, 
our award-winning wood-fired oven inspires at every level; from family get-togethers with 

fabulous pizza, to serving the most demanding requirements of Michelin starred chefs.

DeliVita is a luxury, stylish iconic design-led product that makes a bold statement of unrivalled
sophistication in any outdoor setting. Inspired by our Italian heritage, the DeliVita wood-fired

oven is a fusion of traditional handcrafting and cutting-edge modern design. 

Transforming any meal into an occasion to be remembered, DeliVita provides a versatile 
and immensely enjoyable cooking experience, drawing friends and family together to 

celebrate the best of times with fabulous food.

INTRODUCING DELIVITA, THE MOST 
INNOVATIVE PORTABLE WOOD-FIRED OVEN



CREATE SUMPTUOUS FOOD, 
MAKE MEMORABLE OCCASIONS. 

NOTHING BRINGS PEOPLE
TOGETHER LIKE DELIVITA.

Create Your Finest
Moments With DeliVita



Performance without compromise: featuring a stylish contemporary shell with beautiful 
clean lines and a marine stainless steel frontage. DeliVita quality craftmanship offers 

durability and weather resilience for many years of fabulous food.

The oven is a combination of modern technology with an artisan interior and features a deep
refractory stone base. The interior comprises a handcrafted clay-composite, encased in high-tech

insulation and a thick polished fibreglass shell, available in a range of beautiful colours to
enhance any outdoor kitchen with its designer appeal.

With maximum fuel eco-efficiency and featuring a unique design, heat radiates perfectly within
the oven, allowing the stone base to cook from below ensuring the perfect crunch. The rolling

flames above infuses food with delicious wood-fired flavours.

PASSION, KNOWLEDGE 
AND DESIGN PRINCIPLE



DELIVITA – SOCIAL CUISINE: DISCOVER A TASTIER, 
MORE ENJOYABLE WAY TO ENTERTAIN.

Our ethos is to share fantastic food all year round with the ones we love, bringing people 
together to enjoy those special moments while serving inspirational and authentic food. 

DeliVita is hugely versatile and easy to use, allowing you to serve up a diverse range of 
dishes; meat, fish, vegetables, snacks or desserts- the possibilities are endless. 

HANDCRAFTED OVENS

Maximum versatility, minimum fuss: slow cook, roast, BBQ, hot smoke, 
bake and of course cook exceptional pizzas with ease.

Reaching temperatures of 500°C in just 25 minutes and retaining heat efficiently for several
hours, the oven measures a trim 590mm x 650mm x 350mm. Compact in size but huge in

capability, the oven cooks a pizza in just 90 seconds, with commercial users 
baking 30-40 per hour. 

Weighing just 30kg, it can be placed conveniently onto any stable 
surface, allowing you to take the party anywhere.

THERE’S A NEW RESTAURANT IN TOWN… 
IT’S CALLED ‘YOUR PLACE.’

It’s time you made your home the place to be! Wow your friends and family with simple,
wholesome, gorgeous cuisine, deliciously cooked with love. Life is too short not to 

celebrate beautiful moments; nothing brings people together like DeliVita. 



DELIVITA OVENS

HALE GREY OLIVE GREEN

VERY BLACK VINTAGE BLUE

CHILLI RED BLUE DIAMOND



BLACK IRON DISH PROD & BLOW

OVEN DOOR ALL WEATHER COVER

THE AXE FOLD AWAY OVEN STAND

DELIVITA ACCESSORIES
Our range of high-quality handcrafted bespoke accessories has been created specifically 

for the DeliVita oven. The accessories have been forged from the highest quality materials, 
marine stainless steel, wood, leather and iron to optimise your cooking experience.

DOUGH SCRAPER DOUBLE HANDED CUTTER

PIZZA PEEL OVEN BRUSH

LEATHER APRON LEATHER OVEN GLOVE



FIRED RECIPE BOOK DELIVITA CHIMNEY
(flue not included)

WOOD MOISTURE METER INFRARED GUN

WHY A DELIVITA?

From Gastropubs  to Michelin starred cuisine; featured by architects, 
landscape and interior designers, desired by retailers, restauranteurs and consumers, 

the DeliVita oven is enjoyed across the world by homeowners and top chefs alike. Celebrate food, 
celebrate life, create your finest moments with DeliVita.

Award winning 
wood-fired oven

Ready to cook 
in only 25 minutes

A portable oven 
weighing 30 KGs

Attains temperatures
of 500ºC

Professionally bake,
roast, smoke and grill

Handcrafted in 
Britain

Our ovens have a
5 years guarantee

Eco friendly
uses less wood

Place the oven 
on any stable surface

Cooks authentic pizza 
in 90 seconds

Used by Professional
Chefs in Professional

Kitchens

Outershell Technology –
Safe to Touch

DELIVITA BUNDLES
Providing convenience and great value, our DeliVita Bundles offer a complete tailored solution to suit any

lifestyle, allowing you to get started quickly and easily. Choose from our Pizzaiolo Collection (8 piece),
Wood-Fired Collection (9 piece) or the Complete Collection (14 piece). Each bundle offers a variety of

accessories and of course includes our wood-fired oven. Visit our website www.delivita.co.uk for further
details (bundles may differ slightly if purchased outside of the UK).

DELIVITA ACCESSORIES



Keep updated and share your DeliVita journey

@HelloDelivita             @DeliVitaLife             @HelloDeliVita

www.delivita.co.uk     +44 (0)1484 608989     hello@delivita.co.uk   

Food imagery courtesy of  Jon Finch and Ben Merrington from ‘Fired’,  
a recipe book purely focusing on the beauty of cooking using a wood-fired oven.


